Matching Eggs and Hens

The older a hen is, the larger the egg she can lay. Use the clues to find out which hen laid each egg. Draw a line from each hen to her egg/s.

1. The Jumbo egg was laid by the oldest hen. What is the name of the oldest hen? ________________________________

2. The second oldest hen laid both the Extra Large and the Large egg. What is the name of the hen who laid the Extra Large and Large eggs? ________________________________

3. The hen which laid the Small egg is 8 months old, but is not Gabby. What is the name of the hen which laid the Small egg? ________________________________

4. The youngest hen laid the Peewee egg. What is the name of the hen which laid the Peewee egg? ________________________________

5. Gabby laid the only egg that’s left. What size is Gabby’s egg? __________

6. What is the name of the hen which laid the most eggs? ________________________________

Color the eggs and hens.

Henrietta  Eggatha  Yolanda  Shelly  Gabby
4 months old  16 months old  12 months old  8 months old  8 months old

Jumbo  Extra Large  Large  Medium  Small  Peewee

What egg sizes are at your store? ________________________________

What egg size does your family use? ________________________________
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